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We design and manufacture innovative, high quality
LED lighting products.

We are designers and makers – insightful, agile and inventive. 

We are committed to seeking the most effective way of doing 

things, to making brilliant products, to deliver outstanding 

service and to be the first and best choice for our customers.

At Collingwood Lighting, our drive and determination to provide 

excellence for our customers pushes us to challenge the 

boundaries of the lighting industry. We believe that each stage 

of the lighting process is crucial to creating awe-inspiring lit 

environments and dedicate ourselves to each step.

From the outset, we collaborate with our customers to design 

beautifully lit, energy efficient spaces. We provide a wealth 

of resources to aid in maximising the potential of any space 

including case studies, guides and an exceptional lighting 

design team.

Design and planning

We regularly develop innovative solutions to make the installation 

of our products quicker and easier for our customers and their 

teams. Starting with our team of engineers who improve every 

aspect of our products, through to our video guides, customer 

training and a highly skilled sales and technical team, we aim

to make the installation as streamlined as possible.

Streamlining installation

We know that one of the key considerations when completing 

a project for your customers is peace of mind after completion. 

To this end, we offer extended warranties, after care guides 

and a brilliant customer service team who are only a

phone call away.

Customer care excellence

An introduction to
Collingwood.
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Residential 
lighting.

Lighting has the ability to transform a home from dull and 

uninviting to inspiring and homely – a space to relax and 

be comfortable. Have you ever walked into a home and 

marvelled at how the light was diffused? No, probably not, 

because when lighting perfectly compliments the home, you 

hardly notice it. Create that striking balance of layering light 

that blends seamlessly together. Consider use of dimmers 

as they allow for flexibility depending on the time of day, 

event or mood you want to create, whilst also acting as a 

great way to reduce energy consumption. 

Here at Collingwood, we understand the need to create 

warm and inviting spaces, which is why we have a range 

of colour temperatures to choose from to create the right 

atmosphere for the room. Whether that is 2700K for a cosy, 

inviting look or 6500K to replicate natural daylight, we are 

confident that we have the solution for you.
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H4 Lite

The H4 Lite is the newest member of our Essentially 

Collingwood downlight range and has the added benefit of 

being tiltable, for even greater versatility.

With direction of light adjustable to ±20°, the H4 Lite is perfect 

for vaulted and standard ceilings and for highlighting features 

on walls. 

It is also IP65 rated at the front, which means you can 

confidently use it in bathrooms, kitchens and anywhere water 

may be present.

The H4 Lite has all the hallmarks of Collingwood’s quality. The 

H4 Lite has been made easier than ever to install thanks to 

the Easy-fit connector. This connector is ideal for first-fix and 

minimises the risk of damage to fittings during installation.

It uses single point source technology at 4.4W and features an 

efficacy of 105lm/W+ making it very efficient with a low lifetime 

running cost. It is insulation coverable, mains dimmable as 

standard and comes with a four-year extended warranty for 

added peace of mind.

The H4 Lite is available in a choice of three finishes and 

two-colour temperatures and is the perfect partner to the H2 

Lite. Together these downlights can light your entire project, 

making it easy to achieve a consistent style.

Adjustable
downlight.
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- ±20° tiltable lens

- IP65 making them ideal for use indoors near water

- Up to 105lm/W

- Can be covered by rolled insulation

- Available in 3000K and 4000K

- Available in brushed steel, chrome and matt white

- LED lifetime of 40,000 hours

- 4 year extended warranty available
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H4 Lite     Dimmable, fire-rated LED adjustable downlight complete with bezel and Easy-fit connector
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Pro downlight
upgrades.
H2 Pro 500 & H2 Pro 700

Two of the most popular and long-standing downlights have been upgraded, and now come with

Easy-fit connectors for even easier installation.

Our Easy-fit connectors have simplified the installation process with loop-in, loop-out technology 

which makes wiring to the mains far less time consuming. Once the Easy-fit connector is wired to the 

mains, the electrician can leave the product in situ, allowing other contractors to carry on their work 

before easily attaching the light at the end, all without the need for tools.

These downlights are among the first that were developed by Collingwood Lighting and we continue to 

refine them. The addition of the Easy-fit connector is the latest upgrade to these renowned products 

within the Collingwood offer.

This is on top of all the other benefits of the H2 Pro 550 and H2 Pro 700 downlights, such as compact 

integral driver, mains dimmable as standard and IP65 rating for kitchens and bathrooms. They also 

have market leading efficacy of 110lm/W+ for the H2 Pro 550 and up to 107lm/W for the H2 Pro 700. 

Both come with either a Tri-LED or single point source LED and a wide range of 12 bezel options for 

ultimate versatility for any interior design.

Additionally, an emergency version is also available, along with a 7 year extended warranty

for that added peace of mind.
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Translucent exterior
Our Easy-fit connector has a 

translucent shell so that it is quick 

and easy to ensure wiring is correct.

Ideal for products up to 16A
The Easy-fit connector is ideal 

for products rated up to 16A.

The Easy-fit connector is a push-fit terminal connector with an additional

first-fix connector for ease and speed of install.

Once the Easy-fit connector is wired to the mains via the push-fit terminal 

connector, the electrician is then able to leave the product alone. This allows 

the contractor to paint the ceilings and complete any other work on the 

installation before putting the downlights into the ceiling. From here the 

contractor can simply push the male and female connectors together

and the product is connected to the mains.
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Push-fit connector
There is no need for any tools just 

push the wire into the correct terminal, 

close the lid and the connector is wired 

to the mains. This is now safe to leave 

as there are no exposed wires.

Mains loop in loop out
With multiple terminals for loop-in 

loop-out, the Easy-fit connector can 

be used for parallel circuits with ease.

First-fix connector
Simply push the male and 

female connectors together 

and the product is connected 

to the mains (after push-fit 

terminal connector is wired).

Positive contact
Audible click and fix clip 

ensures the parts are 

connected securely.
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H2 Pro 550     Dimmable, fire-rated LED downlight with Easy-fit connector
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Industrial 
lighting.

Our history of quality and continued innovation has led us to 

our most impressive and robust selection of lighting yet; the 

Industrial range. Collingwood provide a complete solution 

for residential, commercial and now industrial applications, 

this range far exceeds the standard requirements for 

warehouses, factories and workshop installation.

This new industrial lighting range features products that are 

as strong, robust and as efficient as they come, to provide 

the very best lighting solutions for the industrial market. 

This is why our industrial range has been developed with 

market-leading efficacies, with the three core products 

offering valuable payback of up to 150lm/w. You get the 

same amount of light but using much less power which 

results in cost savings. 

The range includes high bays, low bays and floodlights, 

which can all be used in a wide variety of industrial settings, 

where conditions may be more challenging than your 

average work environment. The Springbok high bays can 

be mounted either on a pot hook or chain, indoors and 

outdoors, and come in 100W, 150W or 200W options. 

Lentus low bays come ready for installation directly onto 

solid surfaces and include a hanging kit. The K2 floodlights 

are highly durable and can be used in the toughest of 

outdoor spaces, with high outputs of 100W, 150W or 200W 

available. The entire range benefits from a lifetime up to 

50,000 hours, plus the Collingwood seal of approval with the 

option of a five-year extended warranty.
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Springbok

Collingwood’s history of quality and innovation continues in this new 

range of high bay lighting with optional accessories. In keeping with the 

rest of the Collingwood Lighting industrial range, the Springbok high bay 

combines excellent performance with quick payback.

The Springbok high bay is made from the lightest metal element, 

magnesium alloy, which makes it 36% lighter than aluminium equivalents. 

The magnesium alloy design provides perfect heat dissipation for thermal 

management which works from -40°C to +50°C. With a high CRI of 80+, 

the Springbok high bays offer a full solution with its range of accessories. 

When mounting high bays particularly high, the reflector and its choice 

of 60° or 90° beam angle will intensify the lighting direction, while the 

refractor decreases its intensity, softening the glare. The Springbok high 

bays can be mounted either on a pot hook or chain for easy installation. 

They are dimmable from 1-10V as standard.

It is available in 100W, 150W and 200W with a market-leading efficacy 

of 140lm/W, giving you the same amount of light, but using much less 

power, resulting in cost savings. Combined with the optional accessory of 

the microwave sensor, this provides further cost and energy savings by 

the light only turning on when it detects movement. The sensor can also 

achieve a 3 step dimming function, meaning the standby dim level can be 

adjusted and standby period can also be adjusted too.

These lights are IP65 rated and can therefore be used indoors and 

outdoors, for maximum versatility. The 4000K optimum colour temperature 

gives a natural and comfortable light, perfect for the work environment.

The Springbok high bay range has all the Collingwood Lighting values of 

performance and reliability, with its corrosion resistant finish to withstand 

the toughest outdoor environments and not to mentioned, flicker free 

making them more comfortable to work underneath.

High
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bays.
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150W

100W
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- Available in 100W, 150W and 200W

- Comes in 4000K

- Microwave motion sensor

accessory available

- Can be mounted to pot hook

on surfaces and by a chain for 

suspended mounts (pot hook

and chain sold seperately)

- IP65 making them perfect for

outdoor use and built for the 

toughest of environments

- Up to 140lm/W

- LED lifetime of 50,000 hours

- 1-10V dimmable

- Diffuser and intensity

accessories available

- 5 year extended warranty available

200W
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Springbok 150W     140lm/W for excellent payback, 1-10V dimmable as standard, 150W LED high bay
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Low bays.
Lentus

When you are lighting areas such as aisle spaces, you want 

something you can install quickly, that will perform well 

and stand the test of time. The Lentus low bay comfortably 

meets all these requirements.

This robust fitting offers highly efficient, high performing 

light, lasting up to an impressive 50,000 hours. Weighing as 

little as 2.5kg, the Lentus low bay is ideal for aisle spaces, 

whilst the range of mounting options allows for easy and 

direct installation. Offering an efficacy of 150lm/W and an 

output choice of 100W or 150W, the low bay features 3-in-1 

dimming enabling you to choose between 1-10V,

resistor and PWM dimming options. 

A choice of optional accessories are available such as a 

90° and 50x90° lens options, which can be replaced after 

installation. The choice of lens will depend on the spread of 

light you want to achieve.

The low bay features IP40 rating, and a microwave sensor 

optional accessory, this provides cost and energy savings 

by the light and only turning on when it detects movement. 

The microwave sensor achieves a 3 step dimming function, 

meaning the standby dim level can be adjusted and standby 

period can also be adjusted too. Custom adjustments can 

also be made for requirements such as daylight sensitivity, 

detection sensitivity and hold time.  
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100W & 150W 

versions available

- Available in 100W and 150W

- Comes in 4000K

- Microwave motion sensor

accessory available

- Can be conduit pole or suspension

mounted (hanging kit included)

- IP40 making them perfect for

indoor use and built for the 

toughest of environments

- Up to 150lm/W

- LED lifetime of 50,000 hours

- 3-in-1 dimming. Choose between

1-10V, resistor and PWM

dimming options.

- Lens accessories for different

beam angle options

- 5 year extended warranty available
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Lentus 150W     Linear low bay lighting, designed for aisle lighting, dimmable as standard 3-in-1
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The K2 floodlights have the same Collingwood 

stamp of quality that is synonymous with the rest 

of our industrial lighting range.

These durable LED floodlights are the perfect 

solution for large-scale industrial settings that 

require suitable lighting whilst keeping costs 

down. Durable and versatile, the K2 floodlights 

are IP65 rated and can therefore be used 

outdoors, whether it is for a large warehouse, 

loading bays, or car parks. Installing the K2 

Floodlights couldn’t be easier with a 1m of cable 

included for ease of installation, and backed

with Collingwood’s quality, a nickel cable

gland is included.

Lighting large areas can be expensive, but these 

floodlights boast a market-leading efficacy of 

114lm/W for savings in both energy and cost.

There’s a choice of output of 100W, 150W or 

200W and a beam angle of 120° to illuminate 

work spaces with a natural 4000K colour 

temperature.

The floodlights have additional features included 

such as the mounting angles, which are stamped 

on the bracket for precise angels, along with star 

washers so the bracket can stay in the same 

position once angled.

Like the rest of the innovative lighting range,

the K2 Floodlights come with a lifetime of up

to 50,000 hours, backed by an extended

five-year warranty.

K2
floodlights.
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100W 150W
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- Available in 100W, 150W and 200W

- Comes in 4000K

- IP65 making them ideal for outdoor use and

built for the toughest of environments

- Adjustable bracket with easy to use angle markers

- Up to 114lm/W

- LED lifetime of 50,000 hours

- 5 year extended warranty available

200W
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K2 150W     114lm/W, 150W LED floodlight, IP65 and IK08 rated
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Lighting has the potential to dramatically enhance the 

overall design of any landscape, and should be considered 

at the start of every design. Providing an abundance of 

benefits for both residential and commercial spaces, 

landscape lighting can add safety, security, ambiance, 

mood and drama to the overall environment. Limited only 

by the designer’s imagination, the practical functions and 

various mood effects that can be established are endless. 

Our range of ground lights are built to last and can be used 

in many environments, even coastal areas with our marine 

grade stainless steel 316 products, providing you with the 

reassurance that the products will always look as good

as the day they were fitted.

In addition to ground lights, the use of wall and spike lights 

in any design will amplify the overall look and feel.  

Available in contemporary finishes such as anodised bronze 

and copper, they are sure to add depth and edge to any 

design. Charismatic and timeless, finishing your overall 

design with our hand crafted, bespoke bollard range will 

ensure a safe, dynamic and elegantly lit space  

to complement the surroundings.

Landscape 
lighting.
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Single point source

We have done a lot of work on our landscape range in recent months, 

honing and finessing the products to bring the style, quality and warmth of 

indoor lighting, outdoors.

There are amazing new features across the range, such as improved light 

output, greater efficiency and a more stylish look and feel than ever before.

The upgrades include new single point source versions of some of our 

popular wall lights, ground lights and even a pond light. Single point source 

lighting replicates the look and feel of a traditional halogen bulb, but with 

all the benefits of LED technology. This offers the choice of a more

modern aesthetic for those who prefer the single point source look.

The single point source upgrades also come with an updated driver

for a further boost in overall performance with increased efficacy

to deliver greater cost and energy savings.

SPS upgrades apply to the GL034, GL038, GL040 and UL030.

Landscape
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upgrades.
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Choose a single point source 

lens for a symmetrical

design that replicates the 

look and feel of a traditional 

halogen lamp.
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The Tri-LED aesthetic has 

become synomnymous with 

LED technology.
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Square
convertor.

GLA01

The GLA01 is the perfect accessory to change the look of ground 

lights. The plate transforms round ground light to a square ground 

light, often used for highlighting both interior and exterior features. 

As well as it being used to change the look, it can be functional as 

an adapter plate too. This allows ground lights to be installed where 

the cut out maybe greater in diameter. 

The plate is made from marine grade stainless steel 316, so it can 

withstand the harshest of outdoor environments, including tough 

coastal conditions. It has a brushed metal finish and will look great 

lining pathways, borders and outdoor features.

GLA01 is compatible with GL040, GL040CARGB, GL040 Ultra Low 

Glare, GL050, GL050RGBW, GL090, GL090RGBW and GL200.

It comes with the Collingwood guarantee of a

seven-year extended warranty for added peace of mind.
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GL040

Also compatible with RGB 

and low glare versions

GL050

Also compatible with

RGBW version

GL090

Also compatible with

RGBW version
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GL040 with GLA01

GL050 with GLA01

GL090 with GLA01
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Path light.
SL250

We have continued to expand our landscape lighting offering 

this year to create a complete range of products, that provide 

the same sleek and contemporary design. Currently we have 

a range of spike lights allowing versality of the direction of 

light. Collingwood have revolutionised this and the SL250 

path light is one of the latest additions, which offers a

360° illumination for even more versatility bringing warm 

light to any path or corner of outdoor space. The SL250 path 

light gives an elegant halo glow, and minimal up spill of

light so desired features can be highlighted in a

360° illumination.

It is IP65 rated to withstand the outdoor elements, along with 

benefiting from low power consumption and has a

seven-year extended warranty available.

Like the rest of the spike light family, the SL250 is available 

in black, brass and copper finishes and three separate 

colour temperatures of 2700K, 3000K and 4000K, giving 

you the choice of the best design and colour temperature 

to match your landscape lighting scheme. The SL250 path 

lights can be used in conjunction with one of our 24V drivers.

Thanks to a base plate accessory for the black finish,

as well as a spike, this light can be used in soft ground 

including flowerbeds, planters and borders, or mounted

on solid ground.

Our enhanced landscape lighting range brings the style, 

quality and warmth of indoor lighting, outdoors,

for an all-year round glow.
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- 360° illumination making

it perfect for pathways

and flowerbeds

- Comes with spike for

soft ground

- IP65 making it ideal for

outdoor use

- 60lm/W

- 24V driver required

- 7 year extended warranty

available
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Black version is 25mm shorter

Use the SL250A1 base plate 

when installing the SL250 

onto solid surfaces
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SL250     Low voltage LED path light
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SL130

Another new addition to the landscape family, the SL130 

bronze is perfect for illuminating your outdoor spaces 

and highlighting key features. This spike light is small and 

discreet in size, but creates considerable impact.

Tiltable up to 90°, it is perfect for directing the light to bring 

warmth and depth to any landscape.  Use the SL130 bronze 

for illuminating shrubbery, paths, seating areas, highlighting 

small trees and features, and for creating an interesting 

backdrop to your landscape design.

SL130 bronze is built to withstand the outdoor elements with 

an IP65 rating and made from adonised aluminium.

The single point source LED operates at low voltage, but 

high efficacy up to 95lm/W. It looks stylish with a neat and 

compact design in a new bronze finish.

The light is available in three colour temperatures – 2700K, 

3000K and 4000K to bring warmth to your outdoor spaces, 

even in the depths of winter.

The SL130 bronze is also easy to install, compatible with 

350mA drivers, and reliable - backed by the Collingwood 

seven-year guarantee.

Bronze
spike.
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- Rotatable head for pointing

light in any direction

- Available in stainless steel 316,

black and bronze

- IP65 making it perfect for

outdoor use

- Available in 2700K, 3000K

and 4000K

- Low voltage

- Up to 95lm/W

- 7 year extended warranty

available
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SL130     1W LED spike light
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Behind every Collingwood Lighting product is a team of 

lighting experts who are always innovating and always 

pushing the boundaries to see how they can make our 

products the best. While the end result will always be an 

amazingly lit space, this is built upon an incredible amount 

of technical innovation and decades of research and 

development, to ensure Collingwood Lighting continues

to lead the way in high quality LED lighting.

Each and every light fitting is carefully crafted, ensuring 

our products are technically superior, as well as visually 

superior. For energy-efficient lights that stand the test of 

time while bringing the ‘wow’ factor to any indoor or

outdoor installation.

Technical 
information.
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H4 Lite Colour temperature Beam angle Finish Wattage CRI Lumens Efficacy (lm/W) lux at 1m IP rating

DL490MW5540 4000K 55° Matt white 4.4W >80Ra 460 105 527

IP65 (front)

IP20 (back)

DL490BS5540 4000K 55° Brushed steel 4.4W >80Ra 460 105 527

DL490CR5540 4000K 55° Chrome 4.4W >80Ra 460 105 527

DL490MW5530 3000K 55° Matt white 4.4W >80Ra 440 100 504

DL490BS5530 3000K 55° Brushed steel 4.4W >80Ra 440 100 504

DL490CR5530 3000K 55° Chrome 4.4W >80Ra 440 100 504

H2 Pro 550 Colour temperature Beam angle Finish Wattage CRI Lumens Efficacy (lm/W) lux at 1m IP rating

DLE4723840 4000K 38° - 5.2W >80Ra 580 112 1237

IP65 (front)

IP20 (back)

DLE4723840 4000K 70° - 5.2W >80Ra 580 112 496

DLE4723830 3000K 38° - 5.2W >80Ra 580 106 1173

DLE4727030 3000K 70° - 5.2W >80Ra 580 106 462

H2 Pro 700 Colour temperature Beam angle Finish Wattage CRI Lumens Efficacy (lm/W) lux at 1m IP rating

DLE4795540 4000K 55° - 7W >80Ra 750 107 604

IP65 (front)

IP20 (back)
DLE4795530 3000K 55° - 7W >80Ra 700 100 564

DLE2425527 2700K 55° - 7W >80Ra 700 100 564

Springbok high bays Colour temperature Beam angle Finish Wattage CRI Lumens Efficacy (lm/W) lux at 1m Insrush current

HB10040 4000K 120° Black 100W >80Ra 14,000 140 5030

45A  0.6msHB15040 4000K 120° Black 150W >80Ra 21,000 140 7545

HB20040 4000K 120° Black 200W >80Ra 28,000 140 9909

Lentus high bays Colour temperature Beam angle Finish Wattage CRI Lumens Efficacy (lm/W) lux at 1m Insrush current

LB10040 4000K 120° White 100W >80Ra 15,000 150 5171 70A  0.2ms

LB15040 4000K 120° White 150W >80Ra 22,000 147 7584 110A  0.2ms

K2 floodlights Colour temperature Beam angle Finish Wattage CRI Lumens Efficacy (lm/W) lux at 1m Insrush current

IFL10BX40 4000K 120° Black 100W >80Ra 11,400 114 3402 70A  0.2ms

IFL15BX40 4000K 120° Black 150W >80Ra 17,100 114 5235 110A  0.2ms

IFL20BX40 4000K 120° Black 200W >80Ra 22,200 111 6550 120A  0.2ms

Residential.

Technical information.

Industrial.

GL034 Colour temperature Beam angle Finish Wattage CRI Lumens Efficacy (lm/W) lux at 1m Wattage

GL034DWBM40 4000K 40° Stainless steel 316 2.9W >80Ra 190 66 357 -

GL034DWBM30 3000K 40° Stainless steel 316 2.9W >80Ra 180 62 338 -

GL034DWBM27 2700K 40° Stainless steel 316 2.9W >80Ra 170 59 320 -

GL038 Colour temperature Beam angle Finish Wattage CRI Lumens Efficacy (lm/W) lux at 1m

GL038DWBM40 4000K 40° Stainless steel 316 2.9W >80Ra 300 103 563 -

GL038DWBM30 3000K 40° Stainless steel 316 2.9W >80Ra 290 100 544 -

GL038DWBM27 2700K 40° Stainless steel 316 2.9W >80Ra 280 96 526 -

GL040 Colour temperature Beam angle Finish Wattage CRI Lumens Efficacy (lm/W) lux at 1m Wattage

GL040DWBX40 4000K 40° Stainless steel 316 2.2W >80Ra 310 141 600 4.6W

GL040DWBX30 3000K 40° Stainless steel 316 2.2W >80Ra 300 136 581 4.6W

GL040DWBX27 2700K 40° Stainless steel 316 2.2W >80Ra 290 132 562 4.6W

GL040DNBX40 4000K 12° Stainless steel 316 2.2W >80Ra 310 141 3310 4.6W

GL040DNBX30 3000K 12° Stainless steel 316 2.2W >80Ra 300 136 3203 4.6W

GL040DNBX27 2700K 12° Stainless steel 316 2.2W >80Ra 290 132 3096 4.6W

Landscape.  Continues on next page.

350mA 700mA

350mA 700mA

350mA 700mA
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Dimming Adjustable Cut-out LED lifetime Insulation coverable Install connector type Insrush current SELV Building regulations Emergency version Warranty

Mains ±20° adjustable Ø69-72mm
40,000 hours

(L70, B10)
Rolled insulation Easy-fit connector 1A  0.25ms Yes Part B, C, E, P & L -

4 year 
extended 
warranty

Dimming Adjustable Cut-out LED lifetime Insulation coverable Install connector type Insrush current SELV Building regulations Emergency version Warranty

Mains Fixed only Ø64-72mm
70,000 hours

(L70, B10)

All types of 

insulation
Easy-fit connector 0.9A  0.04ms Yes Part B, C, E, P & L

Emergency version 
available
Call 01604 495 
151 for more 
information

7 year 
extended 
warranty

Dimming Adjustable Cut-out LED lifetime Insulation coverable Install connector type Insrush current SELV Building regulations Emergency version Warranty

Mains Fixed only Ø64-72mm
70,000 hours

(L70, B10)

All types of 

insulation
Easy-fit connector 0.9A  0.04ms Yes Part B, C, E, P & L

Emergency version 
available.
Call 01604 495 151 
for more infor-
mation

7 year 
extended 
warranty

IP rating IK rating Dimming Adjustable LED lifetime Mounting options Flicker free SELV Microwave sensor Diffuser Intensity Warranty

IP65 IK08 1-10V Fixed only
50,000 hours

(L70, B10)

Pot hook or chain

(Not supplied by 

Collingwood)

Yes Yes
Accessory available

(HBAS)

70° refractor 

(HBA70)

60° reflector
(HBA60)

90° reflector
(HBA90)

5 year 

guarantee

IP rating IK rating Dimming Adjustable LED lifetime Mounting options Flicker free SELV Microwave sensor Diffuser Intensity Warranty

IP40 IK08
1-10V, 
PWM and 
resistor

Fixed only
50,000 hours

(L70, B10)

Surface mount or 

hanging kit (included)
Yes Yes

Accessory available

(LBAS)
- -

5 year 

guarantee

IP rating IK rating Dimming Adjustable LED lifetime Mounting options Flicker free SELV Microwave sensor Diffuser Intensity Warranty

IP65 IK08 - ±180° tiltable
50,000 hours

(L70, B10)
Surface mount - Yes - - -

5 year 

guarantee

CRI Lumens Efficacy (lm/W) lux at 1m Input IP rating IK rating Cut-out Adjustable LED lifetime Head (spike lights) Warranty

- - - -

Mains IP67 IK08 Ø80-85mm Fixed only
70,000 hours

(L70, B10)
-

7 year extended 

warranty
- - - -

- - - -

Input IP rating IK rating Cut-out Adjustable LED lifetime Head (spike lights) Warranty

- - - -

Mains IP67 IK08 Ø80-85mm Fixed only
70,000 hours

(L70, B10)
-

7 year extended 

warranty
- - - -

- - - -

CRI Lumens Efficacy (lm/W) lux at 1m Input IP rating IK rating Cut-out Adjustable LED lifetime Head (spike lights) Warranty

>80Ra 530 115 1027

Low voltage

(driver required)
IP65 IK08 Ø65mm Fixed only

70,000 hours

(L70, B10)
-

7 year extended 

warranty

>80Ra 520 113 1008

>80Ra 515 112 998

>80Ra 530 115 5659

>80Ra 520 113 5552

>80Ra 515 112 5499
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Technical information.
Landscape.  Continued from previous page.

UL030 Colour temperature Beam angle Finish Wattage CRI Lumens Efficacy (lm/W) lux at 1m

UL030DNBX40 4000K 12° Stainless steel 316 7W >80Ra 336 48 2710 -

UL030DNBX30 3000K 12° Stainless steel 316 7W >80Ra 254 36 1513 -

UL030DNBX27 2700K 12° Stainless steel 316 7W >80Ra 247 35 1471 -

WL070 Colour temperature Beam angle Finish Wattage CRI Lumens Efficacy (lm/W) lux at 1m Wattage

WL070BNBM40 4000K 12° Black 5.1W >80Ra 560 / 280 110 3455 / 1727 -

WL070BNBM30 3000K 12° Black 5.1W >80Ra 550 / 275 108 3394 / 1697 -

WL070BNBM27 2700K 12° Black 5.1W >80Ra 510 / 255 100 3147 / 1573 -

WL070CNBM27 2700K 12° Copper 5.1W >80Ra 510 / 255 100 3147 / 1573 -

WL070SNBM40 4000K 12° Silver 5.1W >80Ra 560 / 280 110 3455 / 1727 -

WL070SNBM30 3000K 12° Silver 5.1W >80Ra 550 / 275 108 3394 / 1697 -

WL070SNBM27 2700K 12° Silver 5.1W >80Ra 510 / 255 100 3455 / 1727 -

WL070ZNBM40 4000K 12° Bronze 5.1W >80Ra 560 / 280 110 3455 / 1727 -

WL070ZNBM30 3000K 12° Bronze 5.1W >80Ra 550 / 275 108 3394 / 1697 -

WL070ZNBM27 2700K 12° Bronze 5.1W >80Ra 510 / 255 100 3147 / 1573 -

WL075 Colour temperature Beam angle Finish Wattage CRI Lumens Efficacy (lm/W) lux at 1m Wattage

WL075BNBM40 4000K 12° Black 5.7W >80Ra 530 93 1205 -

WL075BNBM30 3000K 12° Black 5.7W >80Ra 520 91 1182 -

WL075BNBM27 2700K 12° Black 5.7W >80Ra 515 90 1171 -

WL075SNBM40 4000K 12° Silver 5.7W >80Ra 530 93 1205 -

WL075SNBM30 3000K 12° Silver 5.7W >80Ra 520 91 1182 -

WL075SNBM27 2700K 12° Silver 5.7W >80Ra 515 90 1171 -

WL075ZNBM40 4000K 12° Bronze 5.7W >80Ra 530 93 1205 -

WL075ZNBM30 3000K 12° Bronze 5.7W >80Ra 520 91 1182 -

WL075ZNBM27 2700K 12° Bronze 5.7W >80Ra 515 90 1171 -

SL250 Colour temperature Beam angle Finish Wattage CRI Lumens Efficacy (lm/W) lux at 1m Wattage

SL250BPX0X40 4000K 60°-110° Black 4W >80Ra 240 60 182 / 82 -

SL250BPX0X30 3000K 60°-110° Black 4W >80Ra 220 55 167 / 75 -

SL250BPX0X27 2700K 60°-110° Black 4W >80Ra 200 50 152 / 68 -

SL250ATX0X40 4000K 60°-110° Brass, treated 4W >80Ra 240 60 182 / 82 -

SL250ATX0X30 3000K 60°-110° Brass, treated 4W >80Ra 220 55 167 / 75 -

SL250ATX0X27 2700K 60°-110° Brass, treated 4W >80Ra 200 50 152 / 68 -

SL250CTX0X27 2700K 60°-110° Copper, treated 4W >80Ra 200 50 152 / 68 -

SL130 (bronze) Colour temperature Beam angle Finish Wattage CRI Lumens Efficacy (lm/W) lux at 1m Wattage

SL130ZMBX40 4000K 26° Bronze 1W >80Ra 95 95 267 1W

SL130ZMBX30 3000K 26° Bronze 1W >80Ra 75 75 210 1W

SL130ZMBX27 2700K 26° Bronze 1W >80Ra 70 70 196 1W

350mA 700mA

350mA 700mA

350mA 700mA

350mA 700mA

350mA 700mA
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Input IP rating IK rating Cut-out Adjustable LED lifetime Head (spike lights) Warranty

- - - -

Low voltage

(driver required)
IP68 IK08 -

360° tilt

360° rotation

70,000 hours

(L70, B10)
-

7 year extended 

warranty
- - - -

- - - -

CRI Lumens Efficacy (lm/W) lux at 1m Input IP rating IK rating Cut-out Adjustable LED lifetime Head (spike lights) Warranty

- - - -

Low voltage

(driver required)
IP65 IK08 - -

50,000 hours

(L70, B10)

360° downward

light output

7 year extended 

warranty

- - - -

- - - -

- - - -

- - - -

- - - -

- - - -

- - - -

- - - -

- - - -

CRI Lumens Efficacy (lm/W) lux at 1m Input IP rating IK rating Cut-out Adjustable LED lifetime Head (spike lights) Warranty

- - - -

Low voltage

(driver required)
IP65 IK08 - -

70,000 hours

(L70, B10)
-

7 year extended 

warranty

- - - -

- - - -

- - - -

- - - -

- - - -

- - - -

- - - -

- - - -

CRI Lumens Efficacy (lm/W) lux at 1m Input IP rating IK rating Cut-out Adjustable LED lifetime Head (spike lights) Warranty

- - - -

Low voltage

(driver required)
IP65 IK08 - -

50,000 hours

(L70, B10)

360° downward

light output

7 year extended 

warranty

- - - -

- - - -

- - - -

- - - -

- - - -

- - - -

CRI Lumens Efficacy (lm/W) lux at 1m Input IP rating IK rating Cut-out Adjustable LED lifetime Head (spike lights) Warranty

>80Ra 140 70 393

Low voltage

(driver required)
IP65 IK08 - 90° tilt

70,000 hours

(L70, B10)
Single head

7 year extended 

warranty
>80Ra 135 68 379

>80Ra 120 60 337
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